GAME OF PLEASURE: HISTORICAL ROMANCE

Welcome to the sizzling world of historical
passion with this rousing tale of unbridled
lust and unabashed wantonness set in early
medieval France Mise en Scene: Theirs
was the nadir of the Dark Ages, before
knights and chivalry, before courtesans and
troubadours, when danger lurked around
every corner. Life was brutal but beautiful,
terrifying yet titillating - as cruel and
uncivilized as it was majestic and
magnificent. As humanity teetered on the
edge of a dangerous precipice, hovering
between savagery and civility, the entire
western world was in shambles following
the fall of Rome. Yet out of the ashes arose
a phoenix, a gallant hero, the man who
sowed the seeds of feudalism and set the
European stage for a thousand years to
come. Martel: Caught in the crossfire
between barbarian hordes, pagan invaders
and treacherous local warmongers, Charles
Martel must fight to unify this land fraught
with strife and peril, to bring together the
warring tribes of Celts, Saxons, Bretons
and Alemanni under one united Frankish
kingdom
all while fighting off a
calamitous infidel invasion from the south.
An unwanted bastard son abandoned by
his wealthy and powerful father, Charles
fought to reclaim his rightful inheritance
from the greedy hands of his stepmother,
and now stands ready to claim his empire.
But Charles is motivated by much more
than money and control, and he will stop at
nothing to save his people from ruin.
Melisandra: A mysterious, fiery-haired
temptress hidden in the shadows of Martels
Frankish fortress, the dazzling maid
Melisandra fears for both life and limb,
dreading her fate at the hands of her
ruthless master. Yet the burning passion
between the serf and her sovereign cannot
be denied. As this story of unapologetic
licentiousness and brazen carnality unfolds,
is there more to their tale than meets the
eye?
(Authors note: This book was
previously published under the same title
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by Aileen McNaughton.)
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ratings and 1 review. KC 2.0 said: This was an erotic historical romance that was naughtier than I had anticipated.
[spoilers remoEmma, Lady Denmore, is the talk of Londons ton. Always in the middle of a game of chance, the young
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